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White Paper

Overview
As an information security expert and the security manager of the company, I
am well aware of the difficulties of enterprises and organizations in providing
fast, and accurate answers on issues of Information & Cyber Security. On the
one hand, the amount and costs of successful attacks is continuously growing
and on the other hand budgetary constraints and the inability to hire white
hackers to perform Pen testing, prevents the organization to respond
productively and efficiently to these threats in real time.

Statistics From The IBM

& Ponemon Institute – 2015 Data Breach Study

• Average total cost of data breach increased 23% to 3.79 million $ per company
• Cost of data record stolen increase 6% year by year
• Cost jumped from 145 $ to 154$ per record in 2015
• Time to find a breach as well as time to fix are also growing all the time
as can be seen from the tables below:

Data Breach by Root Cause
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MTTI & MTTC by Root Cause

*MTTI – Mean Time to Identify
*MTTC – Mean Time to Correct

The Key Issue
Current security solutions, such as firewalls anti-

Even that is not good enough, as IT environments

virus and anti- malware cannot guarantee

are always changing and only significant multi-day

protection against attacks, despite the billions of $

tests can prove to be beneficial and reduce the

of investments on them. As a CISO you never really

organization’s risk.

know how secure and safe you are from a
successful cyber-attack. Penetration tests are the

Today, the information security market is based

only way to evaluate the effectiveness of the cyber-

on "Walls of Fear". The organization acquires more

security defense capabilities deployed by your

and more expensive and complex security systems,

organization. Unfortunately, manual penetration

with the hope that at a time of the cyber-attack the

tests are very expensive and complex and in most

solutions will provide the desired protection.

case you need to hire penetration test services
(e.g., outside Pen Testing experts) and in high
frequency.
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However, the CISO and his information security

Now, considering that about one hundred

team, know that these measures need to be

new vulnerabilities are posted daily, the

validated and for this the CISO will hire

likelihood that an organization with hundreds

specialists in penetration testing, knowing that

or thousands of employees and a variety of

they will be successful in their efforts and will

IP connected systems (e.g. printers, forklifts,

provide a report that will assist him to close

cameras and control systems, all in addition

some of the vulnerabilities. This is indeed

computer systems, laptops, servers, cellular) can

the reason that organizations are required to

manually test these vulnerabilities and related

perform penetration tests, which try to validate

attack scenarios is un realistic.

the suitability of the existing security systems. In
most cases, however, the report provided

IT systems have become more complex and

depicts a large chasm between the current

dispersed. Employees and suppliers are

situation and what is required. Now, let us try to

connected through VPNs. Some systems are in

think more creatively. Suppose your organization

the cloud, and organizations acquire other

will employ dozens or hundreds of employee /

companies and factories in remote locations. All

PS white Hackers who try to perform intrusion

these situations result in extremely complex and

and penetration tests on the enterprise systems

very dynamic environments being managed

continuously. In addition, they will be able to talk

under different rules, regulations and

to each other and plan complex attack scenarios

procedures. As a result, it is very difficult

which include the company’s multiple branches

to protect the organization from multi stage /

and distributed IT systems. Imagine that you are

location cyber-attack scenarios.

co-operating with them, you describe to them

The only way to successfully bridge the gap

what the organization's critical systems are and

between continuous penetration testing and

ask them to check any possibility of a successful

reality is to change our point of view. Transform

attack on these systems.

from the concept of "Walls of Fear," to the
concept of "To beat a hacker, think like a

Next, you create a dynamic and immediate

hacker".

connection between your IT team and the white
hackers, so that each time a practical attack

If you defend against viruses with an anti-virus

scenario is identified, it is reported immediately

solution, you should defend against hackers with

to the IT team, thereby enabling almost

an “Anti-Hacker” solution.

immediate correction of the vulnerability closing
the problem in real time.
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The anti-hacker solution will need to be

A number of key issues differentiate between IT

installed in a number of points throughout the

security teams and hackers. The ability to use

organization and will scan the system and

techniques learned in courses are not enough

create attack scenarios, using them to find

to build Hacking capabilities, however talented

vulnerabilities, which will be reported

they are. Hackers have several advantages that

immediately to you and to the Security

cannot be bridged:

Operations Center for resolution.
• Talent and heuristic thinking processes,
which allows for the building of complex
attack scenarios.
• A very deep understanding of topics that
are not part of the core knowledge of IT
(e.g., network traffic analysis at the highest
level, including the ability to customize it;
the most profound understanding
• Creative ability to identify vulnerabilities, by
a study of the IT systems response modes.
• While IT is seeking to achieve a stable and
efficient IT environment, the hacker raises
to the challenge of penetrating the system,
for fun, reward or criminal intentions.
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testing is limited to known vulnerabilities and

Introducing Cybot Pro

the current configuration of the network.
CyBot Pro is an autonomous software based

CyBot Pro works all the time continuously

penetration testing solution that provides

without time limitation, so it can find more

continuous penetration testing on dispersed

vulnerabilities, and in particular, complex

systems by imitating the operations of a Human

vulnerabilities that need more time and

hacker. Please review the CyBot Pro Brochure

heuristic behavior to identify them.

for additional information or our web-site at
proxima-software.com/cybot

3. Just because the penetration test was
unsuccessful today does not mean a new

Most CISO`s contemplate the possibility of

weakness will not be posted tomorrow and

increasing the frequency of penetration

will be exploited in the near future to perform

testing. This hugely increases the budget

a successful hackers attack. That’s why you

required to perform tests with human hackers.

need CyBot Pro as a solution that performs

This is a poor solution as it does not really

pen testing, 24/7.

reduce the risk in large organizations.
4. Manual penetration testing has extreme
The following points provide an analysis of

difficulty in collecting information as there are

the advantages of CyBot Pro’s continuous

many sources; particularly if they are located

penetration testing capabilities and should

in branches or subsidiaries. CyBot Pro can

always be considered:

be installed in multiple locations, branches
or subsidiaries and therefore can generate

1. Any penetration test can only identify those

global multi-site attack scenarios to expose

vulnerabilities it was designed to look for.

vulnerabilities that cannot be found in any

CyBot Pro collects information from the

other way.

whole network and can find significantly
more critical cyber scenarios and
vulnerabilities.

5. Inability to create many scenarios
Attack scenarios relate to all components
in advance.

2. Penetration tests are conducted within

6

A CyBot Pro installed in each location / IT

a limited time period. This means that it

site will execute the relevant scenarios and

is a "snapshot” of a system / network's

in addition will participate in relevant multi-

vulnerabilities at that time. In addition,

site attack scenarios
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6. As a CISO you would like to be able to

10. With manual pen testing the time frame for

make comparisons about pen tests results

the project is defined and limited, so there

and findings every few hours to see how

is a need to reach conclusions as quickly as

your environment is improving as you fix

possible. This may result in massive scans

vulnerabilities. With CyBot Pro, you can

(over the weekend) that could cause

run a scan in the morning, review the

significant load on critical business

results, distribute the vulnerability fix

infrastructure and applications. CyBot Pro

assignments and see the results at the end

includes algorithms that enable it to have

of the day via an additional scan.

a very light touch on the infrastructure
yet be able to retrieve all data required.

7. Inability to continuously monitor a large
number of computer systems in dispersed

11. There is a risk in exposing your

locations is a problem inherent to manual

environment to external companies which

intensive testing. CyBot Pro, has no such

employ skilled hackers to do penetration

issues and can be run multiple times a day

testing. The knowledge they gain could

in multiple locations.

protentially be used against you at a later
date. CyBot is designed to be run by the

8. Inability to specialize in all relevant types

CISO or IT team of the organization, and

of environments (e.g., infrastructure,

there is no need to involve highly paid

applications, web, databases, etc.). CyBot Pro

out-side consultants.

provides automated penetration testing
to all these environments and more (e.g.

12. On average, over 100 new vulnerabilities

CRM, ERP, VoIP, etc.) CyBot Pro provides full

are published a day, 8 of which are defined

coverage of all relevant environments. In

as very serious. Even if your organization

addition, CyBot Pro has specific pen testing

performs rigorous pen testing projects a

capabilities in areas such as VoIP and ERP.

few times a year, you will always be out of
date with current vulnerabilities. With

9. It is difficult and time consuming to produce

CyBot Pro the vulnerability knowledge

prioritized reports (e.g. by Criticality,

base is updated several times a month

Frequency) from manually gathered data.

and updates for critical vulnerabilities

CyBot Pro provides detailed and prioritized

may be pushed immediately as soon as

reports in real time (upon execution end).

available for pen testing (e.g. zero-day).

please review the product brochure for
details.
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